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1. Organization Acquisition POC (OAP)
Responsibilities
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Generate CAPPMIS reports quarterly to inform your organization of your progress towards meeting DACM
goals for certification, CLPs and IDP reviews.
Disseminating USAASC information on programs, education, training and competitive opportunities offered
to the command acquisition workforce.
Train supervisors and acquisition workforce members on how to utilize acquisition career management
automated tools, i.e. CAPPMIS Acquisition Career Record Briefs (ACRBs), Individual Development Plans
(IDPs), ATRRS Internet Training Application System (AITAS); etc.
Coordinating Critical Acquisition Position (CAP) waiver requests within the command for submission to the
USAASC.
Preparing annual Defense Acquisition University (DAU) training projections for your organization and
initiating any out-of-cycle DAU requests.
Providing general acquisition career management guidance and advice to your organization’s acquisition
workforce.

Delegations must be signed by the head of your organization. DA policy on OAP
delegations is posted at <http://asc.army.mil/docs/regions/eastern_oapebr.pdf>
OAPs are delegated access to the following CAPPMIS modules:
Reports – Access to CAPPMIS reports and custom query capabilities
WFM – Allows OAPs to view ACRBs for careerists in your organization
JAN 2012
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2a. CAREER CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
Public Law – Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWIA):
The Secretary of Defense establishes training, education, and experience requirements for each
acquisition career field.

 Procedures for determining if a position falls within definition of an acquisition position are
published in Chapter 5 of DoD Desk Guide
http://asc.army.mil/docs/dawia/ATL_Workforce_Desk_Guide.pdf and the
Army Supplement to the DoD Guide
http://asc.army.mil/docs/pubs/Army_Supplement_DOD_Desk_Guide_ALT.pdf
•
•

Mandatory AL&T workforce positions – 1102, 1103, 1105, Contracting officers,
PM, DPM, PEO, etc.
Other positions are to be coded as AL&T positions if duties fit DOD position
categories published at http://www.dau.mil/workforce/pages/pcds.aspx

 Acquisition Logistics &Technology (AL&T) workforce employees must obtain certification for their
designated position and certification level within 24 months after being assigned
to the position.

 Certification level guidelines (from DoD Desk Guide):
•

Level I (Basic) – Grades 5-8

•

Level II (Intermediate) – Grades 9-12

•

Level III (Senior) – Grades 13 and above

JAN 2012
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2a. Defense Acquisition Workforce
Improvement Act (DAWIA)
Background:



The Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWIA) was initially enacted by Public Law 101-510 on Nov.
5, 1990. Most of the Act was codified in Title 10, Chapter 87 of the U.S. Code (currently 10 U.S.C. § 1701-1764). It
has been amended a few times since enactment. (Extensive changes were made in 2003 – so extensive in fact that
some have called the 2003 changes “DAWIA II”.)



Congress intended that DAWIA would "improve the effectiveness of the personnel who manage and implement
defense acquisition programs. As part of the fiscal year 1991 Defense Authorization Act, it called for establishing an
Acquisition Corps and professionalizing the acquisition workforce through education, training, and work experience.
While the Act applied to both civilian and military personnel, it emphasized the need to offer civilians greater
opportunities for professional development and advancement.”

Definition of Acquisition:
Acquisition is the conceptualization, initiation, design, development, test, contracting, production, deployment,
logistics support, modification, and disposal of weapons and other systems, supplies, or services (including
construction) to satisfy DoD needs, intended for use in or in support of military missions. (ref: DoD Desk Guide)

Definition of Acquisition Position:
If a position involves the acquisition functions listed above more than 50% of the time, that position is considered to
be an acquisition position. This includes military (active, guard and reserve) and civilian positions.
For the remainder of these slides, we will refer to persons assigned to an acquisition position as an “acquisition
careerist.”

JAN 2012
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

2a. Defense Acquisition Workforce
Improvement Act (DAWIA) History
November 1990: Congress enacts the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWIA, Title 10,USC,
Chapter 87)
October 2000: Fiscal Year (FY) 01 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) amends DAWIA, revising the education
requirements for 1102s and Contracting Officers with warrants above the simplified acquisition threshold to require a
baccalaureate degree and 24 semester hours in specified disciplines.
December 2002: FY02 NDAA amends DAWIA, expands the 1102 education requirements to members of the armed
forces in equivalent occupational specialties and provides for limited expectations to include exceptions for the
contingency contracting force and for individuals in developmental positions. The law establishes alternative minimum
education requirements for the contingency contracting force and provides authority to establish developmental
programs.
November 2003: FY04 NDAA amends DAWIA, providing a number of flexibilities to enable DoD to more effectively
develop and manage the AT&L Workforce.
October 2004: FY05 NDAA amends DAWIA, changing Acquisition Corps membership requirements and providing
flexibility in the designation of Critical Acquisition Positions (CAPs).
January 2005: OSD issues revised DoDD 5000.52.
December 2005/January 2006: OSD issues DoDI 5000.66 and the DoD Desk Guide for AT&L Workforce Career
Management, incorporating statutory changes resulting from FY04 and FY05 NDAA
FY10: NDAA Amendments to DoD Acquisition Workforce Development fund “Sec 852 Program.”
Sept 2010 - Army Supplement to DoD AT&L Workforce Desk Guide published, 1 Sep 10

Data Sources:
 DoD AT&L Workforce Desk Guide, 10 Jan 06: <http://asc.army.mil/docs/dawia/ATL_Workforce_Desk_Guide.pdf>
 Army Supplement to DOD Desk Guide, 1 Sep 10: <http://asc.army.mil/docs/pubs/Army_Supplement_DOD_Desk_Guide_ALT.pdf>.
DoDD 5000.52, 12 Jan 05: <http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/pdf/500052p.pdf>
 DoDI 5000.66, 21 Dec 05: <http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/pdf/500066p.pdf>
 US Code, Title 10, Chapter 87, DAWIA Act: <http://www.library.dau.mil/DAWIA_internet.htm>
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2b. Army Policy
Army Supplement to the DoD Desk Guide for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics Workforce
Career Management, 1 Sep 10,
<http://asc.army.mil/docs/pubs/Army_Supplement_DOD_Desk_Guide_ALT.pdf>.
is the most complete and up-to-date source of Army policy and instructions related to acquisition workforce. Other specific
policy documents are outlined below:



Acquisition Corps membership:




The most current DA policy and procedures related to Acquisition Corps membership requirements is the Army Supplement
to DoD Desk Guide , 1 Sep 10.

Certifications






DA policy on career field certifications is posted at <http://asc.army.mil/docs/policy/acq_career_field_cert.pdf>
Paragraph 4h. "Up to 12 months of training or education in the individual's primary ACF [Acquisition Career Field] may be
counted towards meeting the experience standard for certification. However, it may not be substituted for the first year of
acquisition experience...”
Paragraph 4i 1) "The same months of specialized experience used to obtain certification in one ACF [Acquisition Career
Field] may not be applied to meet the specialized experience standards in an additional ACF."

Goals for certification, IDPs and CLPs, commonly referred to as the "Get Well"
stats.




DA Memorandum, dated 31 Oct 07, posted at: <http://asc.army.mil/docs/policy/DACM_Guidance_Memo_03.pdf> and
DA Memorandum, 18 Aug 10, Enforcement of Mandatory Acquisition Certification Requirements (not yet published on ASC
website) See the next slides for a summary of DA metric goals.

Individual Development Plans (IDPs).



AR 70-1, Chapter 9, contains requirements for certification, IDP reviews, CAP positions, Acquisition Corps membership, etc.
“Military and civilian members of the AL&TWF, regardless of rank or grade, must maintain an individual development plan
(IDP). The IDP is to be updated annually and is used to identify an acquisition professional’s career objectives in the areas
of experience, education, and training.”

JAN 2012
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2c. Army MILDEP GOALS for AL&T

Acquisition Workforce
Certified for Current Position
KLP Certified for Current Position

90%
100%

80 CLPs within 2 year cycle
95%
(Current cycle 1 Oct 10 – 30 Sep 12)
CAPPMIS IDPs Updated within past 6 months 100%
Status of each major Army command and PEO is reported to the
Army MILDEP, LTG Phillips, during quarterly MILDEP/ACMA
meeting.

JAN 2012
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2d. Continuous Learning Points (CLPs)







USD(AT&L) policy on continuous learning requires each acquisition careerist member
earn 80 Continuous Learning Points (CLPs) every two years.
The purpose of the policy is to ensure workforce members participate in continuous
learning activities throughout their careers.
All acquisition careerists have a standard two year Continuous Learning cycle date that
begins (e.g. 1 Oct 2010 through 30 Sep 2012).
 Continuous Learning points earned will be reset to “zero” every two years.
 Supervisors of workforce employees entering a workforce position during the standard CL cycle may pro-rate CLPs
based on the date the employee entered the position. For detailed instructions, see “Standard CL Cycle and Prorated
CLPs Guidance” under the IDP tab within CAPPMIS.

DA policy on Continuous Learning Points (CLPs): Army Policy related to Continuous Learning
Points (CLPs) for various creditable activities, including IPT participation, rotational assignments, mentoring, etc. Posted
at: <http://asc.army.mil/docs/policy/army_cl_proc.pdf>
Documenting Continuous Learning Points on CAPPMIS IDP:
 DAU courses (including Continuous Learning Modules) – CLPs automatically post when DAU completions post to
ACRB. It may take up to three weeks after completion of the course before the data is transferred.
 Non-DAU training and experiential CLPs:




TED users – all CLPs post to CAPPMIS IDP / History when the class is updated in TED history.
Non-TED users – acquisition careerists manually enter the course(s) in their IDP.
–
–
–
–

JAN 2012

Annotate completion, and request corresponding CLPs be awarded by their supervisor.
CLPs are not officially documented until the supervisor awards the points.
In lieu of individually entering each course, careerists may simply list activities performed and CLPs; discuss with
supervisor; then add one entry "CLP Activities Completed and Approved for Period xx to xx" in CAPPMIS IDP.”
Please refer to the “IDP How to Guide for Employees” under the IDP tab within CAPPMIS.
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2d. Crediting Continuous Learning Points (CLPs)
Optional: Make a list of activities performed and CLPs; discuss with supervisor; then add
one entry "CLP Activities Completed and Approved for Period xx to xx" in CAPPMIS IDP.
Academic Courses
Quarter Hour
Semester Hour
Continuing Education Unit (CEU)
Equivalency Exams
Training Course/Modules
DAU Courses/Module
Awareness Briefing-No Testing/Assessment
Associated
Continuous Learning Modules Testing/Assessment
Other Functinal Training
Leadershiip or Other Training
Equivalency Exams
Professional Activities
Professional Exam/License/Certificate
Teaching/Lecturing
Symposia/Conference Presentations
Workshop Participation
Symposia/Conference Attendance
Publications
Experiential/Developmental
On-the-Job Experiential Assignments
Rotational Assignments
Training With Industry
IPT/Special Project Leader
IPT/Special Project Member
Mentor
Assignment Length Rotational Or
Training with Industry
12 Months
9 Months
6 Months
3 Months
2 Months
1 Month

POINT CREDIT (see note)
10 per Quarter Hour
10 per Semester Hour
10 per CEU
Same points as awarded for the course

CAPPMIS Add Method (non-DAU CLPs only)

1. Go to CAPPMIS / IDP / Planning
2. Scroll to Training Section: Other Training Plan
3. Click on ADD Other Training (Free Text)
10 per CEU (see DAU catalog) or:
4. Complete Boxes on the Free Text Screen; Title, Projected Start
1 point per hour of instruction
Date, Projected End Date, Status Block: COMPLETED, add number
of CLPs requested, and ensure other required blocks are completed.
1 point per hour of instruction
1 point per hour of instruction
5. Click on SAVE and FINISH
1 point per hour of instruction
6. Scroll down to Other Training Plan
Same points as awarded for the course
7. Check the Box by the course (s) you have identified
10-30 points
8. Click “SUBMIT FOR SUPVR APPROVAL”
2 points per hour; maximum of 20 points per year 9. Once supervisor approves in CAPPMIS, the course and CLPs will
2 points per hour; maximum of 20 points per year post to the IDP history.
1 point per hour; maximum of 8 points per day
and 20 points per year
0.5 point per hour; maximum of 4 points per day
and 20 points per year
10 to 40 points

Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum

of
of
of
of
of
of

20 points per year
40 points per year
40 points per year
15 points per year
10 points per year
5 points per year

80
60
40
15
10
5

TED Add Method (for experiential CLPs only):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Login to TED at https: <//ted.ria.army.mil/TED_Main.cfm>
Click on “History” on TED menu bar
Click on “Add History” button on top right of screen
Describe CLP experience in Course Title, Vendor Name, Start
Date, End Date, CLPs
5. Click on “Add History” button.
6. Once supervisor approved CLPs in TED, they will automatically
post to your CAPPMIS IDP History
Contact your TED administrator if you have further questions or if
TED history items haven’t posted to CAPPMIS.

Note- All activities may earn points only in the year accomplished, awarded or published

JAN 2012
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3. Roles and Responsibilities







USAASC – DACM and DDACM
ACMA
AFRs
ACMs
OAPs
Supervisors and Careerists

JAN 2012
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3a. USA Acquisition Support Center (USAASC)
DACM, DDACM and Workforce Management Div
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Acquisition, Logistics & Technology)
Acting Hiedi Shyu
MILDEP
Director Acquisition Career Management (DACM)
LTG Phillips
Organization Points
of Contact (OAPs)
Acquisition
Career Management
Advocates (ACMAs)

USAASC Director / Deputy DACM (DDACM)
Craig A. Spisak

Workforce Management Division
Tom Evans, Chief

Qualification Branch
• Certifications
• Acquisition Corps Membership
• Waiver Requests
• Fulfillment Requests
• Policy Support
• CAPPMIS Automation User
Group

JAN 2012
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Management Branch,
Army Human Resources
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AL&T Workforce
Support Branch
• OAP Training
• OAP Support
• ACMA Training & Support
• Ask An ACM Help Desk
(Email and Phone)
• Site Visits and Briefings
• AETE Coordination
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3b.

Chief, USAASC Workforce Management
Division Responsibilities








Special assistant for career management development to the Deputy Director
of Acquisition Career Management Office (DDACM).
Manage the USAASC Customer Support Offices (CSOs)
Executes career field certification, Acquisition Corps membership and
waivers for DA civilians
Interface with the U.S. Army senior leadership.
Market acquisition career management training/opportunities/programs
(ATAP, CDG/AAF, DAU, NPS, SSCF, and other AETE programs)
Provides career management advice and assistance to commands, PEOs,
organization acquisition POCs (OAPs), supervisors and civilian workforce
members.
Communicates acquisition career management policy and procedures from
USAASC to the AL&T workforce.

Data Source: Army Supplement to the Department of Defense Desk Guide for Acquisition,
Technology and Logistics Workforce Career Management, dated 1 Sep 10

JAN 2012
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3c.

Acquisition Career Management
Advocate (ACMA) Responsibilities








Serves as the DACM’s link to the AL&T Workforce in the field, and provides an opportunity
for AL&T communities to express concerns affecting the workforce.
Is expressly chartered by the DACM to perform specific AL&T workforce related duties.
Participates as an ACMA Executive Council member. The Council meets once a year at the
AL&T Workforce Conference, or via VTC, with the DACM and DDACM to address any AL&T
Workforce issues.
Acts as a principle advisor to the DACM, acquisition leaders and the AL&T Workforce on
matters related to acquisition career development policy, procedures, programs and
management
Promotes and encourages acquisition career management functions in organizations in
addition to the normal position responsibilities. The USAASC ACMs are available at the
Customer Support Offices (CSOs) to assist ACMAs with the execution of their
roles/responsibilities.
List of ACMAs is located on the ASC Homepage at <http://asc.army.mil> under “Contacts”.

Data Source: Army Supplement to the Department of Defense Desk Guide for Acquisition,
Technology and Logistics Workforce Career Management, dated 1 Sep 10
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3d. Acquisition Functional

Representative (AFR) Responsibilities






Certify Army civilian non-acquisition individuals
Recommend approval/disapproval of questionable requests for
certification, fulfillment and validation referred to them by a certifying
official (CO) for Army civilian or military AL&T workforce members
Recommend approval/disapproval of non-Army individuals who have been
tentatively selected for a CAP
Provide the final approval/disapproval of an appeal to a denied request for
certification or fulfillment referred to them by a certifying official.
Process to nominate an Acquisition Functional Representative (AFR)
 Submit a current resume and ACRB of prospective AFR
 Obtain concurrence of Acquisition Proponent for the career field(s) for which the AFR would be
responsible. A list of career proponent contacts is located at
<http://asc.army.mil/contacts/divisions/default.cfm>
 Forward resume and documentation to DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil

Data Source: Army Supplement to the Department of Defense Desk Guide for
Acquisition, Technology and Logistics Workforce Career Management, dated 1 Sep 10
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3e. USAASC Workforce Management Division,
Acquisition Career Manager (ACM) Responsibilities







Support and promote USAASC policies and programs
Provide assistance to the AL&T workforce through supervisor outreach,
career counseling, and assistance with certification requirements.
Manage, process, and update ACRBs for certifications, board applications
and personnel actions, but only the sections that AL&T workforce members
cannot personally edit.
Assist supervisors and individuals in reviewing and improving their ACRBs.
Train and support delegated Organization Acquisition POCs (OAPs).



Contact your Acquisition Career Manager through Ask an ACM Help Desks



EMAIL: DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil
TELEPHONE: 575-678-2247 or DSN 258-2247

Data Source: Army Supplement to the Department of Defense Desk Guide for
Acquisition, Technology and Logistics Workforce Career Management, dated 1 Sep 10

JAN 2012
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3f. AL&T WORKFORCE MEMBER
Responsibilities
Rating Supervisor Responsibilities
• Assess employee’s strengths & developmental Needs
• Develop & execute IDPs in partnership with employee
• Ensure employees meet certification & CLP Requirements
• Identify and properly code acquisition positions
• Provide quality evaluations
• Develop & mentor employees for future leadership positions
Employee Responsibilities
• Understand & meet certification & CLP requirements
• Maintain CAPPMIS ACRB & IDP
• Understand AAC requirements & apply when eligible
• Take advantage of special opportunities for AL&T Workforce
Members
• Develop leadership skills & apply for leadership positions
• Seek out mentors

JAN 2012
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4. CAPPMIS

CAPPMIS is the official Army database of record for career
field certifications, CLPs and Acquisition Corps
membership.

Acquisition Career Record Brief (ACRB) – view print and edit ACRB
 Individual Development Plan (IDP) – careerists - view, print and edit IDP;
supervisors – view, print and approve employee IDPs, initiate SRPEs
 IDP Admin – IDP Mirror and SRPE Mirror (available only to ACMs)
Senior Rater Potential Evaluation (SRPE) – Senior Rater and Employee views
Certification Management System (CMS) – apply for certification
 Reports (available to ACMs and OAPs only) – CAPPMIS queries
Army Acquisition Professional Development System (AAPDS) – careerists apply for AETE
opportunities; supervisors approve (when required); ACMs can view applications in process
Workforce Management Module – view ACRBs (ACMs and OAPs) and edit ACRBs (ACMs)
 Army Acquisition Corps Management System (AACMS) – apply for Acquisition Corps
membership, print certificates

https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp
JAN 2012
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4. CAMP- Access to CAPPMIS
It takes 2-3 weeks before a new workforce member’s DCPDS record
will be added to CAPPMIS (bi-weekly data transfer). Careerists will
not be able to create their account until this happens.

First-time users log
in to “Create New
Account” to
register CAC card.

TED accounts are linked to
CAPPMIS in TED user properties
by the TED administrator.
TED Admin: check “AAW” box
and hit submit to populate the
“IDP Master Key” field.

https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp
JAN 2012
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4. Logging in to CAPPMIS

Choose CAPPMIS for ACRB, IDP, Certification Applications, etc.

USAASC Web Site

ACRB INSTRUCTIONS

AITAS
(DAU classes)

https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp
JAN 2012
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4a. Acquisition Career Record Brief (ACRB)
 Snapshot of your acquisition history
 Used for verifying certification criteria and Acquisition Corps status
 Used as a document of record for competitive boards

JAN 2012
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4a. Acquisition Career Record Brief (ACRB)

Print
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Print
Certificates

Instructions

Click on “Edit ACRB.”
Click on the green title bar of
section you want to edit.
Agree to tell the truth.
Edit screens to add/edit/delete fields.
You can only edit unlocked sections

https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp
JAN 2012
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4a. Acquisition Career Record Brief (ACRB)
Editable Fields
LEGEND: ACM, DAU, ATRRS & CAPPMIS (USAASC Admin can edit via CAPPMIS after 30 days)
DCPDS, CPO & Organization HR can Edit via Civilian Personnel File
AL&T Workforce & NON-Workforce can edit via CAPPMIS

Section I
Supervisor request to
CPOL Manager/
HR Specialist to load
current position data

Section VI Workforce populates
with focus on DAU and
leadership training
Populated via
CAPPMIS - ACM can
edit with source
documents

Section IV
Address populated from MyPay
Workforce edits Phone & email

Section VIII
ACM can edit as
reflected on SF50

Section VII
Workforce see (CPOL/My
Biz) and FAQ #3
ACM can edit with source
documents

Section X
DAWIA certifications
Workforce edits license
CLP loaded via
CAPPMIS/TED

Section X
Workforce has limited edit capability for line 1 and full edits for assignment history
MANDATORY fields = dates & duty title System will not allow non sequential dates CAPPMIS use these data to calculate Months of Acquisition Experience in Section III

Section VII, Education. Recommend updating through CPOL/My Biz. My Biz updates take 5-6 weeks to post to ACRB.
To request Section VI or VIII updates to your ACRB: Scan and e-mail your supporting documentation to:
DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil
JAN 2012
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4a. Acquisition Career Record Brief (ACRB) – Data Fields
ACRB
Section

Title

Data Source

I

Current Position Data

DCPDS

II

Security

DCPDS

III

Acq Corps Data

CAPPMIS

Personal

Mailing Address: MyPay

IV

Phone and Email: Manual Edits
V

Preference

Manual Entry

DAU courses - DAU
VI

Acq/Leader Training

Non-DAU Courses - Manual Edits

Process to Add/Edit/Delete
Careerist notifies Supervisor. Supervisor contacts
civilian personnel representative or local CPOL
Manager to correct errors
Contact CPAC/CPOC
Incorrect AAW status - see Section I. Otherwise,
Email DAMI_AskanACM@conus.army.mil for
assistance.

Lists AAW status, CDG status, months of Acq
experience, etc.

Go to the Defense Finance and Accounting
System website at
<https://mypay.dfas.mil/mypay.aspx> and follow Corrections posted to myPay will be reflected on
the instructions. The myPay module is located on the ACRB in 30-45 days.
the CPOL site, under the “Employee” tab.
ACRB Module/ Edit ACRB. Careerist enters
corrections and hits "Save."
ACRB tab / Edit ACRB. Careerist can enter
preferences from drop down menu.
Courses taken within past 30 days: No action
required
Courses taken longer than 30 days ago, scan
completion certification and email to
DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil
ACRB Module/ Edit ACRB. Careerist checks the
"Display on ACRB" box and hits "Save."
CPOL / My Biz Help Desk Ticket

VII

Education

DCPDS

VIII

Awards

DCPDS & Manual Edits

IX

Assignment History

DCPDS & Manual Edits

X

To add certifications from other DoD agencies,
scan and email to
DAMI_AskanACM@conus.army.mil
Certifications/Licenses Licenses -Manual Edits
Workforce can manually add certifications.
Non-TED users - correct on CAPPMIS IDP history
Continuous Learning - CAPPMIS / TED TED users - contact your TED administrator to
correct errors
Certifications - CAPPMIS

Notes
Errors in position coding and certification level
can negatively impact careerists in obtaining DAU
priority for resident courses.

Not a required field.
DAU courses normally take 2 weeks to post to the
ACRB. TED users should notify TED administrator
of DAU course completions so that their
TED/CAPPMIS IDP history is updated.
New acquisition workforce members who have
taken previous DAU courses - past DAU records
take about 2 weeks to post.
The course must be on your CAPPMIS IDP History
first.
Once MyBiz changes are posted to DCPDS, it can
take 3-4 weeks before CAPPMIS ACRB is updated.

Awards with an SF50 will post automatically. To
add special awards, scan documentation with
name, title of awards and date presented and
email to DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil
Line 1 is your current position data in DCPDS. See
The careerist can manually edit the start date.
Section I for instructions on corrections.
After line 1, Manual edits by careerist using ACRB Previous military and private industry experience
tab / Edit ACRB. Previous lines of experience can related to an acquisition career field should be
be added/edited/deleted by the careerist
added to your ACRB.
Army will not accept certifications from non-DoD
agencies.
Only items on the picklist can be added
TED course completions may need to be deleted
and re-added

4b. Individual Development Plan (IDP)





Required for each acquisition careerist (AR 70-1)
Permits employee and supervisor to discuss and document
career objectives and track achievement of training plan goals
– Identifies short & long-term (5 year) career objectives
– Defines development needs in terms of training, education and
experience
Should be discussed in conjunction with the normal appraisal cycles (midpoint review and final rating period).
– Prepared by employee with input and guidance from supervisor
– After employee updates IDP, print and submit to supervisor for
discussion/approval.

CAPPMIS IDP
 CAPPMIS IDP Tab contains both the individual module and supervisor
module
 Supervisors populate their Supervisor module by adding employees
 TED feeds CAPPMIS IDP – course requests, goals, TED history, CLPs, etc.
 Important: All DAU training required for certification must be identified on
the employee’s IDP and approved by the supervisor before the employee
may apply for DAU training in AITAS.
JAN 2012
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4b. Individual Development Plan (IDP)
Upcoming
Classes

Completed
classes

Supervisor
Module

Instructions

If your supervisor is not correct,
notify your current supervisor

Print

Note: TED users can add your short term and long term goals in
TED Goals/IDP section

JAN 2012
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4c. CAPPMIS – IDP Supervisor Module
How to Add Employees
•
•
•

Gaining supervisors add their employees.
New employees take 3-4 weeks before records are
available in CAPPMIS
Only acquisition workforce members are in CAPPMIS –
non-AAW can be added upon request – contact
AskAnACM phone help desk at DSN 258.2247 (will
need SSN)

https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp

JAN 2012
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4c. CAPPMIS IDP, Supervisor Module
Useful Features
1. To view employee’s ACRB,
Click on the employee name

2. Click on Link to review
the employee’s IDP
(example on next slide)

4. To print IDPs for mid-year and annual appraisals:
a. Click on the checkboxes to select employees
b. View/Print Employee Plan(s)

JAN 2012
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3. Hit “View items” to see
completed classes and
to edit CLPs

5. Use to initiate Senior
Rater Potential Evaluation
for employees applying to
competitive selection board
programs
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4c. CAPPMIS IDP/ Supervisor Module –
IDP Status
Click on “Back to Supervisor
Main Page” to “Refresh” the
“Last IDP Review” date
1. Perform CAPPMIS approvals/disapprovals.
TED users: Supervisor approval/disapprovals
are posted here.

2. “Review Completed Items” for items which have not yet moved to the
IDP History. Supervisors can move these to CAPPMIS history by filling in
Number of CLPs, checking “Award CLPs” box and “Post CLPs”

JAN 2012
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4c. CAPPMIS IDP/ Supervisor Module –
Completed Items
1. Supervisors can pro-rate CLPs
for employees who start in the
middle of a 2-year CLP cycle.
For example, you could input “40”
for employees who start 12 months
into the cycle.

2. CLP totals posted for previous
CLP cycles are “frozen” and
cannot be edited or updated.

3. Supervisors can open up a completed class and make corrections
to the CLPs recorded. Note: Only changes to current CLP cycle
History will adjust in Continuous Learning Cycle area.
JAN 2012
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4c. CAPPMIS IDP, Supervisor Module –
Diagnosing and Fixing Problems

Problem: Red Review.
Fix: 1. Open “Review” and check to see if classes need
to be reviewed or if CLPs need to be assigned for
completed classes.
2. If there are no other review actions to complete,
report the problem to
CustomerSupportCenter@conus.army.mil
JAN 2012
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Problem: No IDP date.
Fix: Ask employee to
enter short term and
long term goals in TED / CAPPMIS
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4d. IDP Admin

• IDP Mirror –
• USAASC ACMs and AskAnACM Help Desk can view and edit IDPs for employees and
•

supervisors – need SSN of employee.
The AMC TED team also has access to IDP Mirror – to use when troubleshooting TEDCAPPMIS interface problems.

OAPs are not given access to IDP Mirror because
IDP Mirror does not Currently have a filtered by
organization feature

• SRPE Mirror – USAASC ACMs and AskAnACM Help Desk can view SRPEs – need
SSN of employee or senior rater
Email DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil if you need an ACM to view IDPs or SRPEs.

JAN 2012
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4e. AAPDS – Apply for AETE Opportunities

• Apply – careerist can view open applications and apply. If
careerist doesn’t meet basic prerequisites (e.g. grade or
certification level), they may not be able to Apply.
• Supervisor Review – supervisors review and approve
applications (when required)
• Read Only Applications – ACMs and AskAnACM Help Desk
can review applications in process and submitted

JAN 2012
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4e. ACQUISITION EDUCATION, TRAINING &
EXPERIENCE (AETE)
Training
 Defense Acquisition University (DAU)
 Darden Executive Education, University of Virginia

Developmental
Opportunities

Education
 Acquisition Tuition Assistance Program (ATAP) – Bachelors or Masters
 School of Choice (SOC) – Full-time attendance at college
 Student Loan Repayment Program (SLRP)
 Senior Service College Fellowship Program (SSCF) - Warren, Huntsville & Aberdeen
 Naval Post Graduate School (NPS) – Masters degree programs
 Industrial College of the Armed Forces (ICAF)

Experience & Training
 Competitive Development Group/Army Acquisition Fellows (CDG/AAF)
Announcements on CAPPMIS/ AAPDS and ASC homepage
2011 Catalog posted at:
http://asc.army.mil/docs/pubs/aete/AETE_catalog_2011.pdf

JAN 2012
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4e. AETE (cont’d)


Programs are announced and open for applications at various times throughout
the year and will be posted on the ASC Homepage. OAPs will be notified as
announcements are posted and are responsible for disseminating the
information to workforce members.



Applicants should follow the current guidance and application requirements as
posted in individual announcements.



The U.S. Army Human Resources Command releases announcements and
applications for the Senior Service College Fellow (SSCF) Program and the
Product/Program Manager for Critical Acquisition Positions.

JAN 2012
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4e. Competitive Development Group / Army
Acquisition Fellowship (CDG/AAF) Program
Target:

•

High Potential GS12-13 / payband equivalent

Leadership Training
•
•
•
•
•

•

Congressional Operations on Capitol Hill (1 week)
Intermediate Qualifications Course – 4 weeks, Huntsville, AL
Darden Business Executive Education – two 1-week courses –
University of Virginia, Charlottesville
#1 priority in all DAU courses for secondary career field certification,
including PMT 352B for PM Leader track
Training scheduled between developmental assignments

NEW!




Open to GS12/payband
No Mobility Agreement
PM Leader or
Acquisition Leader
Tracks

Career-broadening developmental assignments
•
•
•

•

First Year Assignment in secondary career field (e.g. PM, BCF, etc.)
Six month assignment - National Capital Region or HQ AMC – Huntsville, AL
Final Year assignment determined by career track goal (PM Leader or Acquisition Leader)

Building Future Leaders for your Organization
•
•
•

SES/GO mentors plans the career path with the CDG/AAF fellow and USAASC
USAASC pays the salary of CDG/AAF fellow until graduation or promotion, whichever is first
USAASC pays tuition and TDY for ALL leadership training during the 3 years (even for fellows
promoted prior to completion of their 3rd year)
• Organization retention rights upon graduation

Applications: Aug-Oct
JAN 2012

Program Start: March
USAASC OAP Manual
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4e. Senior Service College Fellowship (SSCF)
Program – Aberdeen, Huntsville, Warren
Target: GS 14 - 15 / payband equivalents

•

Develops civilian acquisition leaders for PM, PEO, SES and key
leadership positions
• 10 month program in local area
• Advanced DAU courses – PMT 401, ACQ 450, ACQ 451 and ACQ 452
• National security module
• Independent research study in acquisition issues and processes
• Mentoring with government and industry senior leaders
• Tours of industry and government (TDY)

•

Career-broadening developmental assignment upon graduation
• Aberdeen and Huntsville programs – classes towards Masters degree,
optional completion of Masters degree
• Warren program - Masters Degree in
Global Leadership & Management from
Lawrence Technological University
Applications: Jan – March

JAN 2012
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4f. How to Apply for Certification – CMS Tab

Print

Instructions

Click on “Apply for Certifications” and follow step-by-step instructions to
apply for certification. You will need to cut and paste your current
resume during the application process.

JAN 2012
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4f. CMS – Supervisor Module

CMS / Supervisor Module
•
View all employee certification status
•
View ACRB for DAU course completions

https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp
JAN 2012
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4g Reports in CAPPMIS

Full description of all reports

JAN 2012
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4g. Reports in CAPPMIS

Select your command code and UICs.
If you want to capture military, DO NOT use the Org filter.

JAN 2012
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4f. Reports in CAPPMIS

Suggested order:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select the columns/fields you want on the report, and
the order you want them in.
JAN 2012
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Person_ID
Person_Name
APC
ACL
Cert_Lvl_Achieved
In_APC
Cert_In_Position
Cert_Below_Position
Not_Certified
Mths_Exp_in_Current
_APC_ACL
CLP
Last_IDP_Updated
Mths
Last_IDP_Update
Other fields

42

4g. Reports in CAPPMIS

Select the columns to sort your report by (optional).

JAN 2012
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4g. Reports in CAPPMIS
Note: CAPPMIS report data is always a “day old.”
(e.g. Certifications granted “today” won’t show
on reports until tomorrow.)

If your query returns 0 records, notify CAPPMIS help
desk at CustomerSupportCenter@conus.army.mil

To run the report now (query
will not be saved).

To save your query as a Personalized Report. After you save it, go to “Personalized Report” to download
the query results.
Highly recommend using this feature – it allows you to easily run your “custom queries” again in the
future.
Caution: Clearly NAME your personalized reports so that you can easily locate it the next time you run it.

JAN 2012
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4h. Army Acquisition Corps Membership
Requirements
TRAINING: Certified Level II in any Acquisition Career Field
EDUCATION: A baccalaureate degree AND one of the following:

 24 semester credit hours in business related disciplines, or
 24 semester credit hours in career field AND 12 semester credit hours in
business related disciplines
Only Exception to Education Requirement: “Grandfather” exception - possess ten years of acquisition
experience prior to Oct 1991 – must be documented on ACRB and resume

EXPERIENCE: Four years of acquisition experience
GRADE: GS13 OR payband equivalent*
*Equivalent payband employee must either occupy a position that is designated as requiring Level III
certification (or highest certification level identified for the acquisition career field) -OR- earn a
base salary, not including locality pay, at least equivalent to that of a GS-13, Step One.

NOTE: For official placement into a Critical Acquisition Position (CAP), selectee MUST be
an Acquisition Corps member, or qualified for AAC Membership at time of selection
On-line application process
CAPPMIS “AAC MS” tab. Resume required. Transcripts may
be required to verify 24 business credit hours achieved.

JAN 2012
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4h. How to apply for Acquisition Corps
membership

Instructions
Click on “Apply” and follow step-by-step instructions to apply for
Acquisition Corps membership. You will need to copy and paste your
current resume. You may also need to upload college transcripts to
verify that you have 24 business-related credit hours.

AAC MS – Apply for Acquisition Corp membership, print certificates

https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp
JAN 2012
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4h. AAC Membership


The Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) is a subset of the Army AL&T workforce (GS13 or Broadband/NSPS equivalent and above). Army Acquisition Corps members
are automatically members of the Defense Acquisition Corps.



AAC Membership is mandatory for all workforce members who occupy Critical
Acquisition Positions (CAPS) or Key Leadership Positions (KLPs). NOTE: For
definition of CAP and KLP, please refer to Step #4 under the Position
Identification/Information section of this Guide.



AAC membership is NOT automatically granted. Workforce members must meet
specific statutory requirements and must apply and be accepted into the Corps.



Army Acquisition Corps Membership policy and procedures is documented in the
Army Supplement to the DoD Desk Guide for Acquisition, Technology and
Logistics Workforce Career Management, dated 1 Sep 10.



Automated Army Acquisition Corps Application is at
https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp/. Select CAPPMIS on the navigation bar, and then
select the AAC MS tab.

https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp
JAN 2012
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4h. SENIOR RATER POTENTIAL EVALUATION (SRPE)
Module

• SRPE Info contains links to SRPE instructions for senior raters
• Rater – Senior rater performs ratings and accesses forms and
reports
• Employees – employees can view and print out SRPE seven
days after senior rater has completed review
• Important Note for Supervisors: First-line Supervisors
INITIATE the SRPE request in CAPPMIS / IDP / Supervisor
module

https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp
JAN 2012
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4i. SRPE blank
sample
 Senior Rater will complete this form
in CAPPMIS
 Important areas for candidate
success:
 Above Center of Mass or Center of Mass
ranking
 Senior Rater should comment on:
 Enumeration: Ranking among peers
(top 5%, top 25%, etc.)
 Promotion: Potential for future
promotions to next higher-level position
(Promote now, select now, groom for
future leadership, etc.)
 Schooling: Potential for SSCF, ICAF,
CDG/AAF program, etc.
 KLP/PM: potential to serve in a key
leadership / PM position
 Recommended reading for Senior Raters:
https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp/app
s/cappmis/modules/srpe/assets/docu
ments/2007_Final_SRPE_Sr_Rater_In
structions.doc

https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp
JAN 2012
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4i. Supervisors – Initiating a SRPE in
IDP/Supervisor module

A Senior Rater Potential Evaluation (SRPE) is required for employees applying to Army competitive selection board programs.
The first-line supervisor does not prepare the SRPE. The supervisor requests the SRPE from the Senior Rater and provides
supervisor comments. The Senior Rater will prepare the SRPE, ranking the employee with all the employees in their
appropriate SRPE rating profile. Be sure to allow plenty of time for this process.
To initiate the SRPE for an employee, hit the “Request SRPE” link or “Not Required” link and follow the instructions
in the slides which follow.
JAN 2012
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4i. SRPE – Step 1. Select the Senior Rater

Step 1. “Select a different Senior Rater” to designate the senior
rater who will be preparing the SRPE.
SES or General Officer is recommended – check with your
organization for their policy on senior raters.
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4i. SRPE – Step 1. Selecting the Senior Rater

Step 1 (continued).
a. Search for the Senior Rater Name by typing in LASTNAME FIRSTNAME
and hitting “Search”
b. Hit Radio Button and “Select Senior Rater”

JAN 2012
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4i. SRPE – Step 2. Request SRPE

Step 2. Once the Senior Rater has been selected, “Request SRPE”
to access the supervisor comment screen and complete the request.

JAN 2012
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4i. SRPE – Step 3. Supervisor Comments

Step 3
a. Input start and end date of evaluation period.
b.

c.
d.

SRPE evaluation period must be greater than 90 days and no greater than one
year. Annual SRPEs are always dated from January through December. Board SRPEs can be from January to the month of the
application request, or for the year prior to the application deadline (e.g. Aug 30, 2009 to Sep 1, 2010).
Supervisor comments should address the ranking of the employee among similarly graded careerists in your organization (e.g. #
top 5%, 10%, 25%, etc.), their potential for future leadership responsibilities, and their suitability for the program for which they
are applying (Promote now, select now, groom for future leadership positions, etc.). Supervisor comments will only be viewed by
the senior rater – employee will not see your comments on the final SRPE.
Validate senior rater email address (is it correct?)
Hit “Submit Request” button when complete.

JAN 2012
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4j.

Workforce Management Module (WFM)

 OAPs can view and print ACRBs
for workforce members only for
their delegated command codes,
UICs and org codes.
 ACMs and AskAnACM Help
desk can view, edit and print
ACRBs for all Army workforce.
 ACMs and AskanACM Help
Desk can add non-acquisition
workforce who plan to apply for
certification to CAPPMIS – need
SSNs to do this.

https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp
JAN 2012
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4k. Non-Acquisition Workforce and CAPPMIS
Non-acquisition workforce members do not receive a CAPPMIS account unless they request one. Non-acquisition
workforce members can call our AskAnACM helpdesk at 575.678.2247 or DSN 258.2247 and ask them to build a
CAPPMIS account. They will need your SSN to build it.
 Note for TED users: When a non-AAW member has a CAPPMIS account, the TED administrator must link their
TED and CAPPMIS accounts. Process: TED administrator updates the Personnel record - click on "AAW" and
"update" to insert the "IDP Master Key".
 Non-acquisition workforce members can apply for DAU training, but they receive the lowest priority (5). They can
get a space in most on-line classes, but probably would not get a space in a DAU resident course because of their
low priority status.
 Non-acquisition workforce members CAN apply for certification IF they have previous civilian, military or private
industry experience in an acquisition career field.
 Non-acquisition workforce experience normally DOES NOT count towards acquisition experience.
 Student trainee experience (*99 series, co-op experience, etc.) also does not count towards acquisition
experience.
 Certification applications for non-acquisition workforce members are automatically sent to an Acquisition
Functional Representative (AFR) for review. The resume needs to be very well documented to explain when
and where the non-acquisition workforce member obtained the acquisition career field experience.
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4l. Military - Human Resources Command
(HRC)
Military (officers and non-commissioned officers,
National Guard and U.S. Army Reserve) also apply for
certification and Acquisition Corps membership in
CAPPMIS CMS and AACMS.
Military can not view their ACRB in CAPPMIS. Their
certification records are contained on their Officer
Record Brief (ORB).
USAASC ACMs are not authorized to assist military.
The Acquisition Management Branch, Human
Resources Command (HRC) assists military
with their acquisition questions.
HRC website:
<https://www.hrc.army.mil/site/index.asp>
After logging in, search for Acquisition
Management Branch Contact Information.
<https://www.hrc.army.mil/site/protect/branche
s/officer/fs/acquisition/acquistion_contact__inf
ormation.htm>

JAN 2012
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5. DAU Training - General









The Defense Acquisition University (DAU) provides courses needed to meet the mandatory
and desired training standards established in DoD 5000.52. Certification Standards, to
include training, can be found at http://icatalog.dau.mil/.
DAU training courses must be listed as approved on CAPPMIS IDP (except Continuous
Learning Modules) before registering for classes in Army Training Resources and
Requirements System (ATRRS) Internet Training Application System (AITAS).
Note: TED users request DAU courses in TED in order to populate their CAPPMIS IDP.
AITAS link: https://www.atrrs.army.mil/channels/aitas/.
Applications are processed through AITAS by Army Quota Managers (USAASC
Reservations). USAASC Reservations determines whether applicant meets prerequisites,
assigns priority number, and places careerist in reservation or wait status.
There is no tuition cost to the organization for DAU Courses for civilian employees or military
members.
• TDY costs will be funded for all Priority 1 and 2 acquisition workforce employees who select a cost
effective location.
• Depending upon course and funding availability, non-cost-effective locations may be funded by DAU.
• If DAU will not fund, the careerist’s organization may fund TDY costs



• If DAU-funded TDY is approved, employee must complete and submit a Travel Worksheet at
https://www.atrrs.army.mil/channels/aitas. Once the travel worksheet has been submitted and processed,
travel orders (DD-1610) will be sent to the student.

If unable to attend a DAU course, must cancel reservation thru AITAS at least five working
days prior to the start date of the class (refer to “No-Show” policy)

JAN 2012
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5a. How to Apply for DAU classes
TED Method

CAPPMIS Method
1. Request the DAU class in your
CAPPMIS IDP planning module and send
the request to your supervisor.

1. Request the DAU class in
TED. Hint: Search under course number
(e.g. CON 100, LOG 350, etc.).

2. AFTER your supervisor approves in
CAPPMIS, you will receive an email.

2. AFTER your supervisor approves in TED,
the approval will automatically populate to
your CAPPMIS IDP Planning module.

3. Go to AITAS
<https://www.atrrs.army.mil/channels/aitas/>
and register for the class.

3. Follow the AITAS link in the TED email and
register for the class.

Important Notes:
1. Before registering in AITAS for a DAU course, you must have already met the course
prerequisite(s) OR have a confirmed reservation in the prerequisite(s). Otherwise, your
application will be disapproved by the Army quota manager. Resident prerequisite
course must be completed prior to enrolling in follow on web course.
2. If you are an intern and are applying for a class which will require TDY funding, identify
in the comments block if you are an ACTEDS intern, 852 intern, or local intern.
3. ALWAYS register as an “acquisition workforce” member (if you are one).
JAN 2012
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Step 3 - AITAS Application Process – DAU courses

Apply for DAU training
Review status of courses applications, obtain travel
worksheets, view priority status, etc.
Update your profile and supervisor email address
Resend supervisor email

AITAS Help Desk.
Questions on DAU reservations,
applications, priority status, travel vouchers,
etc.
Note: Please log in first (“Apply for training”
or “Review Applications”

AITAS: <https://www.atrrs.army.mil/channels/aitas/>
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5a1. AITAS – Identify your workforce status
Apply for DAU training

Acquisition workforce members: Always select one
of the “…Acquisition Workforce…” options.
DO NOT select “Non-Acquisition Workforce”
If you are an intern, select “Acquisition Workforce
Intern” and identify in the comments block of the
application whether you are an ACTEDs intern,
852-funded intern,or a local intern. Your intern training
coordinator can tell you which category you fit under.
Non-Acquisition Workforce members get lowest priority for
DAU classes.

AITAS: <https://www.atrrs.army.mil/channels/aitas/>
JAN 2012
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5a2. Select the Training Category

Resident
Courses

Web-based
courses

Continuous Learning (CL)
and Harvard Business
Modules (HBS)

AITAS: https://www.atrrs.army.mil/channels/aitas/
JAN 2012
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5a3. Resident Courses – select course

If you identified yourself as an “acquisition workforce”
member, in step 1 you will only see the classes “
approved” on your CAPPMIS IDP in this picklist.
If the RESIDENT course that you need isn’t on this list, go
back to step 1 of “How to Apply for DAU classes.”

AITAS: https://www.atrrs.army.mil/channels/aitas/
JAN 2012
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5a4. Resident Courses – select
date

Important Notes:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Click on location
to see all dates

To view all the available dates
and times, click on the
under-lined location.
The Avail spaces are for ALL
services – not all will be available for
Army students.
Cost-effective locations. In most
cases, DAU will only pay for
your TDY costs for cost-effective
locations (indicated with a “C”
on the list of locations.
If there are NO available spaces
in cost-effective locations, request
the next lowest-cost location
(see Estimated Cost column). Justify
your reason in the comments block.

Select the Class

number to apply
JAN 2012
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5a5. Update Student Information and Submit
Application
Important Notes:
1.
2.

3.

JAN 2012
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Be sure that YOUR email address is
correct.
Be sure that your supervisor name
and email address is correct –
errors WILL result in delays in
supervisor approvals.
Comments Block. Be sure to include
information that will assist the
quota manager, for example:
•
I am an ACTED intern, OR an
852 Intern OR a local intern.
•
My organization is willing to
fund my TDY for this class.
•
All spaces in the cost-effective
location this FY are filled.
Request TDY funding for this
next-lowest cost location.
•
I am cancelling this class in order to
register for class #XXX on such and
such date.
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5a6. Helpful Hints for AITAS and DAU classes

•

Apply early for classes. New fiscal year class reservations open up each May. As soon as the new schedule opens up,
we get flooded with applications. High demand courses fill up quickly.

•

Once a class fills up, USAASC currently places EVERY PERSON that meets the prerequisites for a class into a WAIT.
This policy may change.

•

Students should only apply for classes when they have already met the prerequisites, OR
• They are currently enrolled in the prerequisite class (annotate this in the comments block) OR
• They have a future reservation in the prerequisite class (annotate this in the comments block) OR
• They have an approved fulfillment for the prerequisite class (annotate this in the comments block).
•Resident prerequisite course must be completed prior to enrolling in follow on web course.

•

Those deploying or about to assume PM jobs should annotate this in the comment section of their application –
USAASC Reservations will do what we can to get them into the class.

•

Interns should identify in the comments block whether they are ACTEDs, 852, or local interns.

•

Applicants who cancel a class in order to apply for a different class date and location should annotate this in the
comments block.

•

USAASC does not fund CONUS students to go OCONUS for DAU Travel

•

Students on a wait list should answer their phone the week before class – quota managers often fill last minute
cancellations with the first person who answers the phone.

•

Walk-in process varies by the DAU campus site. Check with your local site for guidance. (e.g. Rock Island DOES NOT
allow walk-in registrations. Sterling Heights campus will allow “walk-ins,” but gives priority to students on the wait list.)

JAN 2012
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5b. PRIORITY LEVELS FOR DAU TRAINING
Established
by

Only priorities
1 & 2 will
have TDY
costs funded
by DAU

Section I of
ACRB

Registering as a
Non-Acquisition
Workforce
member
automatically
gives you lowest
priority

JAN 2012
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5c. DAU CLASS CANCELLATION PROCEDURES
If employee has a reservation for a course, but is not able to attend, New Policy
Training
a cancellation must be processed through AITAS at
CANCELLATION
https://www.atrrs.army.mil/channels/aitas/main.asp.
45 days
 On-Line DAU Class
 Employee has received reservation –
 Notify the instructor to request cancellation.
 Employee has not received reservation – Request Cancellation via AITAS
Many organizations have
 Classroom (Resident )Class
internal
 Started the class – Instructor controls cancellation Implemented
Suspenses/process for DAU
 Has not started – Request cancellation via AITAS. Course cancellation
IMPORTANT NOTE: SES/GO must approve cancellations
 LATE cancellations (supervisor AITAS approval less than 45 working
days prior to class start) are NO-SHOWS - a penalty may be applied.
Do not contact DAU to cancel classes – use AITAS or contact instructor
•

No-Show
JAN 2012

•
•

“No-Shows” must be justified by supervisor – mission is not an
acceptable reason
Careerist can be denied registration for Four (4) Months
Other Applications/Reservations may be affected
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5d. DAU Class Completions – Posting to
CAPPMIS
DAU class completion dates will AUTOMATICALLY post to your ACRB Section VI
within 2-3 weeks after completing the class.
DO NOT request manual ACRB updates to add recently-completed DAU classes.*
 For TED users– Always update TED to show DAU completion using these steps:
1.

Email or hand-carry your DAU completion certificate to your TED administrator.

2.

When the TED Administrator updates your TED History to show the DAU class completion,
your CAPPMIS IDP History module will instantly record the completion.

3.

BONUS: This TED update method gives you your “√ green check mark” in CAPPMIS CMS,
and you can apply for certification (even if the ACRB doesn’t yet record the completion).

JAN 2012
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5e. DAU Interactive Catalog

Look up course
information,
prerequisites, etc.

DAU
Equivalency
and Fulfillment

DAU
Predecessors

Career Field
Certification
Requirements

DAU
Transcripts

SAVE THIS LINK: http://icatalog.dau.mil/
JAN 2012
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5f. Core Plus
•

•

•

Core Plus was designed to advance the
DoD AT&L competency management
model by providing a “roadmap” for the
development of acquisition workforce
members beyond the minimum
certification standards required for their
position.
The Core Plus Development Guides can
be found in the DAU Catalog at
http://icatalog.dau.mil/onlinecatalog/Care
erLvl.aspx.
The Core Plus Development Guide is
intended to assist employees and their
supervisors in preparing an IDP by
identifying training, education, and
experience beyond certification
requirements that may be beneficial to
career development or performance in a
particular type of assignment.
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Some career fields require completion of
electives from the Core Plus List (Logistics,
Program Systems Engineering, etc.) The
electives taken towards certification MUST be
from the current Core Plus List for that level.
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5g. DAU Predecessor Courses or Equivalencies


Predecessor Courses: Some courses no longer offered by DAU can also be counted toward meeting certification requirements.
Only the predecessor courses listed in the current DAU interactive catalog are accepted by USAASC towards certification.



Equivalencies: Many training providers offer courses that have been certified equivalent to DAU curriculum courses, and can be
used to meet the requirements of certification.
• Equivalent courses, providers, and effective dates are listed in the DAU interactive catalog.
• To record equivalencies on ACRB, scan proof of course completion and email to DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil



Fulfillment allows the workforce member to receive DAU course credit based on their previous training, education and
experience.
• Army Implementing Instructions: http://asc.army.mil/docs/policy/Fulfillment_Document.pdf
• Fulfillment request must be submitted through employee’s supervisor to DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil.
• Package must include the following:
• Completed and signed DD Form 2518 – form available at
http://www.dau.mil/learning/DevDocs/Fulfillment/DD%20Form%202518%20-%20fillable.pdf
• A self-assessment of the competency standards for the course. b.
Competencies Self-Assessment filled out for
the specific course(s) for which you are requesting fulfillment. The competency self-assessment forms
are available on the DAU Blackboard. Steps to access:
1) Click the icon, then select the course number link.
2) On the left side of the screen, select the blue rectangle "Fulfillment Guide."
3) On the bottom of screen, again select the underlined phrase, "Fulfillment Guide."
4) If prompted for a password, select the option "Cancel"
5) The "employee self-assessment guide" will open. Save this document to your computer. When completing this
assessment, every competency must be addressed.

•

JAN 2012

• Current resume.
• Any other documentation to establish that careerist meets the course competencies.
Some career field proponents (e.g. Logistics) have established restrictions on fulfillment. Note to OAPs: The OAP
Reference Guide on the SharePoint site posts current policy letters related to fulfillment.
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5g. DAU Fulfillment – Army Process
 Fulfillment allows the workforce member to receive DAU course credit based on their previous
training, education and experience. Army only allows fulfillment for resident courses (not on-line
courses)
•
•

Army Implementing Instructions: Army Supplement to the DoD Desk Guide (Appendix K)) at
<http://asc.army.mil/docs/pubs/Army_Supplement_DOD_Desk_Guide_ALT.pdf>
Some career field proponents (e.g. Logistics) have established restrictions on fulfillment.

•

Fulfillment request must be submitted through employee’s supervisor to DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil.

•

Package must include the following:
1) Completed and signed DD Form 2518 – form available at
http://www.dau.mil/learning/DevDocs/Fulfillment/DD%20Form%202518%20-%20fillable.pdf
2) A self-assessment of the competency standards for the course. b.
Competencies Self-Assessment
filled out for the specific course(s) for which you are requesting fulfillment. The competency selfassessment forms
are available on the DAU Blackboard. Steps to access:
1) Click the icon, then select the course number link.
2) On the left side of the screen, select the blue rectangle "Fulfillment Guide."
3) On the bottom of screen, again select the underlined phrase, "Fulfillment Guide."
4) If prompted for a password, select the option "Cancel"
5) The "employee self-assessment guide" will open. Save this document to your computer. When
completing this assessment, every competency must be addressed.
3) Current resume.
4) Any other documentation to establish that careerist meets the course competencies (college transcripts,
course descriptions, etc.).
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5h. DAU Annual Forecasting Process
 USAASC Acquisition Career Development Division, Acquisition Education,
Training & Experience (AETE) Branch, works for the Army DACM.
 The AETE branch prepares annual forecasts for DAU classes needed in the upcoming
fiscal year(s).
 Forecasting Process:
 USAASC conducts a CAPPMIS query to estimate how many DAU classes are
needed for certification. Determines the cost-effective locations to meet forecasted
needs.
 Organizations/Commands are provided the first USAASC estimate.
Organizations/commands are asked to supplement USAASC estimate with other
variables, such as projected new hires and intern training needs.
 USAASC revises its forecast to include new information provided by
organizations/commands.
 Army DACM and other services submit their DAU class requests to DAU headquarters.
 DAU makes the final decision on what courses they will fund, taking into account
instructor availability, location availability and funding constraints.
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5i. Requesting an Out-of-Cycle (OFC)
DAU class
 After the final DAU schedule is released in May, OAPs can request the addition of an outof-cycle DAU class(es) in your local area.
 FY11 Out-of-Cycle (OFC) Training Request Process:








JAN 2012

Complete an Out-of-Cycle Training Request form and email it to Army POC: Wen Lin, USAASC, Comm –
(703) 805-1240, DSN – 655-1240, E-Mail; wen.lin1@us.army.mil
Ensure the individuals for whom you are requesting the class are priority 1 students who have met the DAU prerequisite(s) for the requested OFC. Please review the DAU Interactive Catalog (http://icatalog.dau.mil/) for listing
of the required pre-requisites.
If your OFC course is approved, the primary and alternate POC will receive 48 hours advanced notice of the
approval from USAASC. It is your responsibility to inform your workforce to apply for the approved OFC class
via AITAS (https://www.atrrs.army.mil/channels/aitas/) as soon as you are notified.
Army quota managers will process the applications based on the earliest supervisory approval date and highest
priority status (1 to 5). The employee’s supervisor must approve the training in AITAS prior to quota managers’
ability to give the person a reservation in the course.
OFC classes cannot be blocked. They will be visible by all individuals with AITAS access. This is why you need
to have your workforce apply as soon as you are notified.
This does not apply to fee-for-service courses; fee for service will follow a separate process.
The following courses are not available for on-sites: ACQ 101; ACQ 201A, ACQ 401; ACQ 404; ACQ 405; ACQ
453; BCF 102; BCF 103; BCF 106; BCF 301; BCF 302; CON 090; CON 100; CON 110; CON 111; CON 112;
CON 214; CON 216; CON 236; CON 237; CON 260A; FE 201; IND 103; IRM 101; LOG 101; LOG 102; LOG
103; LOG 200; LOG 204; LOG 206; PMT 251; PMT 256; PMT 352A; PMT 401; PMT 402; PMT 403; PQM 101;
PQM 201A; PQM 203; PQM 301; RQM 101; RQM 310; RQM 403; SAM 101; SYS 101; SYS 202; and TST 101.

USAASC OAP Manual
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5j. Waivers of DAU Pre-requisites or Out-ofsequence Class Registration
 USAASC Workforce Development Branch has the authority to issue the following
waivers for DAU classes:
 Waivers of pre-requisite 100-level or 200-level prerequisites in order to take a
200-level or 300-level course.




Waiver requests are submitted via email. The email must provide detailed justification , attach a current
resume AND be approved by the employee’s first line supervisor or OAP.
Pre-requisite waivers are usually based on the experience of the careerist and repetition of subject
material in the higher level course (e.g. waiving ACQ 101 so that careerist can take ACQ 201A)
Submit waiver requests via email to DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil

 Out-of-sequence waivers.







JAN 2012

Out-of-sequence waivers request approval to take a course out of sequence, that is, before taking the
usual prerequisite course.
In this case, the employee must still take the prerequisite course for certification at a later date.
Waiver requests are submitted via email. The email must provide detailed justification, attach a current
resume AND be approved by either the employee’s first line supervisor or an OAP.
LARs (Logistics Assistance Representatives) have a special exemption to take some of the Logistics
courses out of order, but they must place this statement in their student comments. “I am a Logistics
Assistance Representative and subject to frequent deployment. The FCR has approved this enrollment.”
This exemption allows them to take LOG 200 without having a reservation/ completion in ACQ 201B.
(However, they MUST complete the remaining Level 2 resident classes in order – ACQ 201B; LOG 201;
LOG 206, LOG 236).
Submit waiver requests via email to DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil
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6. ACQUISITION POSITION
IDENTIFICATION
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6a. ACQUISITION CAREER FIELDS

(Acquisition Position Codes)

Auditing (U)
Business - Financial Mgt (K)
- Cost Estimating (P)
Contracting (C)
Facilities Engineering (F)
Industrial/ Contract Property Management (D)
Information Technology (R)
Life Cycle Logistics (L)
Production, Quality and Manufacturing (H)
Program Mgt – Program Management (A)
- International Acquisition (1)

Position Category Descriptions:
http://www.dau.mil/workforce/pages/pcds.aspx

Purchasing (E)
Systems Planning, Research, Dev and Engr (SPRDE)

● Science and Technology Mgr (I)
● Systems Engineering (S)
● Program Systems (W)
Test and Evaluation (T)
JAN 2012
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6b. Position Identification
The designation and coding of AT&L positions forms the framework for all other
aspects of the Defense AT&L Workforce Education, Training and Career
Development Program. AT&L positions must be properly identified and coded
into DCPDS so that the incumbents of the positions can secure priority for
training; become certified in one or more AT&L career fields; be selected for
membership in the Acquisition Corps; participate in AT&L continuous learning
events; and take part in other aspects of the AT&L Workforce Education,
Training and Career Development Program. Below are steps to assist with
identification, designation, and coding of AT&L positions. Additional
information can be found in Chapter 5 of the DoD Desk Guide at
http://asc.army.mil/docs/dawia/ATL_Workforce_Desk_Guide.pdf and the Army
Supplement to the DoD Desk Guide, dated 1 Sep 10
Step 1: Determine if the Position falls within the Definition of Acquisition
Step 2: Determine if the functions of the position relate to an AT&L Position
Category Description
Step 3: Determine the Appropriate AT&L Career Level
Step 4: Determine if the AT&L Position is a CAP/KLP
Step 5: Code the Position in the Defense Civilian Personnel Data System (DCPDS)
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6b. Steps
Step 1 – Determine if position falls within definition of Acquisition
Definition of Acquisition: The planning, design, development, testing, contracting,
production, introduction, logistics support, and disposal of systems, equipment, facilities,
supplies, or services that are intended for use in, or support of, military missions.”
If a position involves the activities mentioned above more than 50% of the time, that position is an
Acquisition, Logistics & Technology Workforce (acquisition careerist) position.
STEP 2 – Determine Acquisition Career Field
 The acquisition careerist includes personnel performing or supporting acquisition in the following
Functional Career Fields. Each Career Field is designated by an Acquisition Position Category
(APC). Specific information regarding 1102, 1103, 1105, PM, DPM, PEO, and contracting warranted
positions is in chapter 5 of the DoD Desk Guide at
http://asc.army.mil/docs/dawia/ATL_Workforce_Desk_Guide.pdf and the Army Supplement to the DoD
Deskguide, 1 Sep 10

 Position Category Descriptions (PCDs) can be found Position Category Descriptions:
http://www.dau.mil/workforce/pages/pcds.aspx

 Typical Occupational Series found within each career field are shown on the next chart

JAN 2012
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6b. Guide for Coding Army Acquisition, Logistics and Technology
(ALT) Workforce Positions

Occupational Series Title
Safe/Occ Health Managem ent

18

X

Com m unity Planning

20

X

28

X

Environm ental Protection Specialis t
Ps ychology

180

Program Managem ent

340

Managem ent and Program Analys is

343

Logis tics Managem ent

346

General Biological Science
Financial Adm inis tration and
program

4xx
501

X

Financial Managem ent

505

X

Accounting

510

X

Budget Analys t

560

X

Engineering & Architecture Group

8xx

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

Interior Des ign

1008

Gen Bus ines s and Indus try

1101

Contracting

1102

Indus trial Property Managem ent

1103

Purchas ing

1105

Indus trial Specialis t

1150

Production Control

1152

Realty

1170

Phys ical Sciences Group

13xx

Math and Statis tics Group

15xx

Equipm ent Specialis t

1670

Quality As s urance

1910

General Supply

2001

X

Supply Program Managem ent

2003

X

Inventory Managem ent
Inform ation Technology
Managem ent

2010

X

2210

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

6b. Determine Acquisition Career Level – Step 3
A required certification level must be assigned to each AT&L position. There are
three certification levels: Level I (Basic or Entry Level); Level II (Intermediate
Level); or Level III (Advanced Level). The level designated should correspond
to the level of responsibility and expertise required by the position, and
therefore typically corresponds to the grade of the position as indicated
below:
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General rule:
– Level I
– Level II
– Level III

GS 5 – 8 (and payband equivalent)
GS 9 – 12 (and payband equivalent)
GS-13 and above (and payband equivalent)

Purchasing
–Level 1
–Level 2

GS-5 (and payband equivalent)
GS-6 and Above (and payband equivalent)
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6b. Determine CAP/KLP Designation – Step 4


The Army Acquisition Executive (AAE) has designated the following Civilian
positions:
Critical Acquisition Positions (CAPs):
– All Army Acquisition Senior Executive Service (SES) positions
– All Army Acquisition Centrally Selected List (CSL) positions
– Deputy Project Managers, Deputy Product Managers, Project directors,
Deputy Project Directors, Product Directors, and Deputy Product Directors
– All Officers in the rank of O-5 and above
– All supervisor Army Acquisition civilians in grades GS14-15/payband
equivalents.
Key Leadership Positions (KLPs):
KLPs are a subset of CAPs designated by the AAE and approved by the Under
Secretary of Defense (AT&L) based on the critical nature of the acquisition
program or effort involved AND the criticality of that position to the success of
that program or effort. Contact your ACM for additional information.
 Memorandum for Designation of CAPs and KLPs can be found at:
http://asc.army.mil/docs/CAP_KLP_Memo.pdf.
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6b. Code Position in DCPDS – Step 5


When filling a vacant acquisition position, the acquisition coding as discussed
in the previous slides must be included in the “Gatekeeper Checklist” attached
to the Request for Personnel Action (RPA). These codes are then entered into
the Defense Civilian Personnel Data System (DCPDS) by the Civilian Personnel
Specialists.



For positions coded as acquisition in DCPDS, both the position data and the
selectee’s data will be loaded into CAPPMIS during the bi-weekly transfer
between the two databases. The position information as coded in DCPDS will
be reflected in Section I of the ACRB and on the top line of Section IX
(Assignment History) of the ACRB.



If a position is already coded in DCPDS and corrections need to be made, a
CPOL manager can make corrections – see 6c for instructions. Note:
Deletions or additions to acquisition workforce cannot be made in CPOL
manager screen.
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6b. Position Coding in DCPDS
All acquisition position coding changes/additions/deletions must be made through the Civilian
Personnel Database (DCPDS). Supervisor must contact CPAC to make changes shown below:
Add:
If supervisor/command determines position is acquisition, the Acquisition Data Fields of
“Career Level”, “Critical Position”, and “Career Category” must be populated in the DCPDS
Position Build located under “Acquisition Program Information.”
Delete:
If supervisor/command determines position is NOT acquisition, the CPAC must REMOVE any
information currently populated in the acquisition data fields in DCPDS. All acquisition data
fields in DCPDS under “Acquisition Program Information” must be left blank.
To Correct Career Level and/or Category:
If supervisor determines that the acquisition category for a position is incorrect based upon the
duties, the “Career Level” and/or “Career Category” data fields must be corrected in the DCPDS
Position Build or CPOL Manager screen (see 6C). Fields are located in the DCPDS Position
Build under “Acquisition Program Information”.
NOTE: Once the change is made in DCPDS, the information will be updated in CAPPMIS during
the bi-weekly data transfer between DCPDS and CAPPMIS.
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6c. Acquisition Update Tool – Correcting
Position Coding in DCPDS
Instructions:
1. Access the tool through CPOL. You
must have a manager tab to use the tool.
2. Click on your manager tab.
3. Click on Go in the Employee Portal
section.
4. Click on the Name of one of your
Acquisition Workforce employees. You
will not see the tool until this step.
5. Click on Acquisition Update Tool and a
screen will open up. The fields that you
can edit will have drop down menus to
use to make changes.
6. Make the changes and submit. You
will see Pending in the status column
beside the field you changed.
7. It will take 24-48 hours before the
change becomes effective in
DCPDS. Updates to CAPPMIS will take
another 2-3 weeks (twice a month data
builds).

IMPORTANT: Similar positions should be coded the same throughout the organization –
Check with your organization human resource specialist for additional guidance
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6d. CAP Waivers (Tentative Select)
1.

“Acquisition, Logistics and Technology (AT&L) Workforce Position Requirements or Tenure Waiver” Request (DD Form 2905) is submitted by the
Civilian Personnel Office, or organizations with an individual tentative selected to occupy a Critical Acquisition Position without Army Acquisition
Corps Membership.
a) If the nominee is an acquisition workforce employee they must first apply for Acquisition Corps membership in the CAPPMIS database. If
denied membership, they must provide a copy of the denial letter to their civilian personnel representative or organization POC.
b) If the tentative selectee is a non-acquisition workforce employee or a contractor, the civilian personnel representative must submit an Army
Acquisition Corps Membership request via email (email address provided below) to the Workforce Management Division (WMD) Office. If
denied membership, the organization will make the determination whether they want to submit a waiver request. If so, the civilian
personnel representative will work with the recruiting organization to complete a CAP Waiver request. Forward CAP Waiver requests via
email (email address provided below) to the WMD Office.
c) The WMD office will review the package. If package is incomplete, the WMD Office will work with the originating POC to complete the
package.
d) A complete CAP Waiver package must contain the following documents:
1) DD Form 2905 (prepared by CPAC/submitting organization). Complete the form with special interest on the following:
a. Block 16. Check Position Waiver. Block “16a, fill out “(1) Certification” and “(2) Acquisition Corps membership.” Block 16b,
identify whether Education, Training or Experience is lacking. Provide a target date in field 16c (Not to exceed 24 months).
b. Block 18 - Describe why the individual selected is crucial for the particular job. Provide the number of Acquisition Corps
members that were on the referral list and identify the serious candidates for the position. Describe in detail what the nonselected Acquisition Corps members lacked to be qualified for the position. Describe how the selected individual will
achieve the Acquisition Corps membership requirements within 24 months and who will monitor them to ensure standards
are met in the prescribed time frame.
c. Block 19 – contains signature of most senior leader of the requesting organization
d. Block 21 – CRAIG A. SPISAK, YC-03, Deputy Director Army Acquisition Management (DDACM), USAASC, 703.805.1013
2) AAC Denial Letter, Tentative Selection Letter, and Critical Acquisition Position Service Agreement (DD Form 2888)
3) Tentative selectee resume, college transcripts, ACRB, and DAU transcripts or completed courses for certification
4) Position Description, Job Announcement, and Referral list
5) Selection matrix (if applicable)
6) Resumes and ACRBs of AAC members who were considered as serious candidates for position but were not selected. (ACM will
review list to identify all AAC members prior to submission of waiver and provide ACRBs)
7) Any additional information to support justification, if applicable (i.e. Letter from college, expedited hire criteria)
2. Once approval/disapproval is determined by the DDACM, the ACM will scan the DD Form 2905 and email the originating POC the complete package.
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6d. CAP Waivers (Tentative Select)

Sample DD Form 2905

1) DD Form 2905 (prepared by CPAC/submitting
organization). Complete the form with special interest
on the following:
 Block 16. Check Position Waiver.
 A. Position Requirements to be Waived: “(1)
Certification” and “(2) Acquisition Corps
membership.”
 B. Identify what is lacking in Education, Training
or Experience for Acquisition Corps membership
(obtain from denial letter).
 C. Provide a target date to meet requirement
(not to exceed 24 months).
 Block 18 - Describe why the individual selected is crucial
for the particular job. Provide the number of
Acquisition Corps members were on the referral list and
identify the serious candidates for the position.
Describe in detail what the non-selected Acquisition
Corps members lacked to be qualified for the position.
Describe how the selected individual will achieve the
Acquisition Corps membership requirements within 24
months and who will monitor them to ensure standards
are met in the prescribed time frame. Continue on next
page if necessary.
 Block 19 – contains signature of most senior leader of
the requesting organization
 Block 21 – CRAIG A. SPISAK, YC-03, Deputy Director
Army Acquisition Management (DDACM), USAASC,
703.805.1013
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7. TED-specific instructions



The Total Employee Development (TED) System is an AMC-wide training
and IDP management system
How TED and CAPPMIS interact

 TED is a one-way feed to CAPPMIS. CAPPMIS does not “talk” to TED.
 All TED class requests and supervisor approvals (including CLPs) normally feed to CAPPMIS
instantly
o

If a TED class request/approval does not post properly to the CAPPMIS IDP, a TED / CAPPMIS systems outage probably caused
the problem. In these cases, request the assistance of a TED administrator or TED Help desk to correct.

 TED class completion records feeds CAPPMIS IDP history instantly
o
o

Careerists who complete a DAU class must provide their TED administrator with a copy of the completion certificate, so that they an
update TED records.
When DAU classes are updated to “history,” CAPPMIS CMS will recognize completion and give the careerist a “green check mark” in
CMS for the course (even before the DAU posting to the ACRB).

 TED organizations can use either the TED IDP report or the CAPPMIS IDP report to document
their bi-annual IDP reviews. Follow your organization’s procedures.
 CLPs – CAPPMIS is the official Army database of record for CLPs.
o



If TED and CAPPMIS CLPs totals do not match, contact your TED administrator or AMC TED Team to resolve the problem.

Report TED and CAPPMIS interface problems to the AMC TED Team
<DAMI_TED@conus.army.mil> .
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7. DAU Course Completion -TED / CAPPMIS Process
Careerist
Requests DAU class

Instant Data Flow

1 Request

TED
Request
“TBA” Date
2 Supv
Approval

AITAS checks for course on
CAPPMIS IDP

TED Email
notification with
AITAS link

Careerist
Requests
DAU class
date(s)

1.
2.
3.
4.

CAPPMIS IDP
Records TED
Request / Approval

3 Apply

AITAS
(DAU Class
Registration)
Pick “…
Acquisition Workforce…”
for highest priority

Employee requests DAU class in TED (CAPPMIS updated instantly) .
Supervisor approves class in TED (CAPPMIS updated instantly)
TED sends email with AITAS link.
Careerist registers in AITAS and requests primary and alternate
dates.
Supervisor approves class dates in AITAS.

4 Supv
Approval

ATRRS –
Class Roster
Email
notifications

Acquisition workforce members get highest
priority for DAU courses.
DAU classes must be approved on
CAPPMIS IDP before AITAS will allow you to
register.
Non-acquisition workforce applications
automatically get lowest priority (5) .
No CAPPMIS IDP required.

7. DAU Course Completion -TED / CAPPMIS Process
After DAU course completion:
A.
B.

Provide a copy of your class completion certificate to your TED Administrator.
TED history updates are posted instantly to your CAPPMIS IDP history. This will allow you
to apply for certification prior to the ACRB update, by giving you a “green check mark” in
CMS for course completion.

Note: DAU class completions post automatically to the ACRB about 2 weeks after course completion.
DO NOT ask for a manual ACRB update until at least 3 weeks past the course completion date.

Careerist
Email completion
certificate to
TED administrator

DAU Class
Completion

TED Administrator moves from
TBA class to appropriate
monthly class and
changes status to
HISTORY
TED - Instant
Data Feed to
CAPPMIS IDP
History
CAPPMIS IDP
Records DAU
completion

DAU Data Feed to
CAPPMIS ACRB
once a week

DAU
data feed

CAPPMIS ACRB
Records DAU
completion

TED
History

DCPDS
“201” File
Updated

7. TED and CAPPMIS CLP Troubleshooting
CAPPMIS is the official Army database of record for Continuous Learning Points (CLPs).
Occasionally, not all the TED CLPs flow properly into CAPPMIS. TED Administrators can correct CLP problems using
this guide.

Common Causes for TED and CAPPMIS CLP discrepancies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

TED “User Properties” does not have an “IDP Master Key” link to CAPPMIS (in this case, none of the TED CLPs or class
records will flow to the CAPPMIS IDP).
TED Employee may have taken classes before the “IDP Master Key” link was established (in this case, only the classes after
the IDP Master Key was established will post).
CAPPMIS may have been down on the day that TED moved the class into history.
Training completion date falls into the PREVIOUS or NEXT 2-year CLP cycle (e.g., Mandatory training classes with an end
date of “12/31/2010” will NOT be counted UNTIL the next 2-year cycle beginning 10/1/2010).
Duplicate TED course titles – CAPPMIS will only count CLPs for courses with the exact same title ONCE per 2-year cycle
Employee did not complete their TED survey, so the class(es) didn’t go to their TED/CAPPMIS IDP history.
DAU “TBA” class record was not moved to a class with a completion date or wasn’t updated to “history” status (in this case,
CAPPMIS may have more CLPs than TED).

Troubleshooting and Fixing Errors for TED Administrators:
1.
2.

3.

View “User Properties” to see if the “IDP Master Key” is populated. To establish, click on “Army Acquisition Workforce”
checkbox and hit “Update User” – the “IDP Master Key” will instantly populate, if the user has a CAPPMIS account.
Ask employee to export their CAPPMIS IDP history to Excel (see next slide for instructions). Compare their CAPPMIS IDP
history with the TED history. Identify which TED records didn’t flow to CAPPMIS. Resend the TED records by either:
a.Deleting the TED history items that didn’t flow to CAPPMIS and re-adding them to TED history (with CLPs). After their
TED supervisor approves the CLPs, the TED CLPs will flow to the CAPPMIS IDP history.
b.Alternate method for adding a large number of TED history items – ask the AMC TED team to do a “history push” for the
employee. Email requests to: <DAMI_TED@conus.army.mil>.
If none of the corrective actions outlined above fix the problem, contact the AMC TED team at
<DAMI_TED@conus.army.mil> for assistance.

IMPORTANT NOTE:

If the associate already has 80 or more CLPs in CAPPMIS, DO NOT initiate corrective actions.
There is no benefit to the employee to document greater than 80 CLPs during a 2-year cycle.

7.
CLP Troubleshooting
How Employees can Export CAPPMIS IDP History to Excel

1. CAPPMIS
IDP Tab
History

2. Export
History to an
Excel file

7.
Troubleshooting Tips –
TED to CAPPMIS Interface Problems
If careerist class requests are not flowing to CAPPMIS, the most common
reasons:
1
2
3
4
5

JAN 2012

Employee TED User Properties - AAW check box is not checked OR
no IDP Master Key code.
Employee has not requested class in TED OR
Employee supervisor has not approved in TED
TED to CAPPMIS disconnect (CAPPMIS may have been down
during TED update)
Employee CAPPMIS IDP problems (no supervisor in CAPPMIS)
Employee is not an acquisition workforce member.
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7. Troubleshooting Tips for TED Administrators
Step 1. TED administrator to
check Employee User Properties.
a. Army Acquisition Workforce
box should be checked and IDP
Master Key populated.
b. If Army Acquisition Workforce is
checked, but IDP Master Key is
blank, hit “Update User” button
to refresh record.
c. Once the IDP Master Key is
populated, go to step 3 and refresh
all their DAU class requests.
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7. Troubleshooting Tips – TED Administrators

Step 2. Check to see if supervisor has approved the DAU “TBA” course request.
Step 3. If TED supervisor has approved, TED administrator can “refresh” the record by using the
“Move” button to “Move” the employee record to the same “TBA” class. That action will re-send the
request to CAPPMIS.
JAN 2012
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7.

Troubleshooting Tips
TED to CAPPMIS Interface Problems

Step 4. If steps 1-3 are completed and problem persists, ask the employee to look at their CAPPMIS
IDP to see if their current supervisor is correct. If supervisor is wrong, ask their current supervisor to
add them to the IDP/ Supervisor module in CAPPMIS.
Step 5. If steps 1-4 don’t solve the problem, contact the AMC TED team at
<DAMI_TED@conus.army.mil> for assistance..
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8. USAASC OAP SharePoint Site
<https://portal2.tacom.army.mil/sites/usaasc/usaascwarrencustomersupportoffice/default.aspx>

 Designed for OAP reference – not available to general workforce at this time
 First stop for FAQs and copies of briefing slides
 Contact DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil to request access or to receive training on the site
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8. Where to Find Copies of CURRENT Briefings
Our current briefing slide package is posted on the USAASC SHAREPOINT SITE
under “Briefings.”
<https://portal2.tacom.army.mil/sites/usaasc/usaascwarrencustomersupportoffice/default.aspx>
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9. Help Desks - Acquisition Career Mgt
 DAU Applications/Reservations –
AITAS Help Desk




All questions related to DAU applications (whether
pending, reservation, wait or disapproved)
Questions related to the priority designation of
reservation or wait.
DAU budget or travel voucher questions

Steps to initiate an AITAS help desk ticket:
1. Go to AITAS at
https://www.atrrs.army.mil/CHANNELS/AITAS/
2. Click on the “AITAS Help Desk” link on the bottom left-hand
side, under the "Help!" menu.
3. If prompted by system, “Agree” and log-in by selecting a
category and sign in option.
4. Click once again on the “AITAS Help Desk” link.
5. Select “Create Help Desk Ticket”
6. Select your Subject from the drop down list that most likely
describes the issue
7. Describe your issue/question with as much detail as possible.
8. Submit. You will receive a reply within 2 business days.

 DAU On-Line Class Problems



Problems with on-line DAU class logons or accessing
modules
NOTE: Contact instructor (s) listed on the “welcome
letter” if you do not pass any test within 2 tries or if you
need to cancel an on-line class.

Email: dauhelp@dau.mil
Call: 866.568.6924 (DSN 655.3459)
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 Acquisition Career Manager (ACM)





ACMs answer questions on certification, acquisition corps
membership, or CAPPMIS processes - ACRB, AAPDS, CLPs, IDP,
Reports, SRPE, etc.
AskAnACM helpdesk can also perform ACRB edits for Sections VI
or VIII.
However, first read CAPPMIS instruction guides at
https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp/, OR
Contact your first line supervisor, organization training
coordinators, or TED administrators for advice before contacting
an ACM.

Email: DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil
Call: 575-678-2247 or DSN 258-2247

 CAPPMIS System Issues - CAPPMIS password problems
or CAPPMIS report/query issues

Email: CustomerSupportCenter@conus.army.mil
Call: 800.981.3234

 Education Corrections to ACRB (Section VII)
ACRB Section VII data comes from CPOL / My Biz, Web link:
http://cpol.army.mil Steps to correct:
1. View MyBiz education records.
2. If MyBiz records need correction, click on Helpdesk icon on upper right
corner of http://cpol.army.mil site to generate a helpdesk ticket.

 TED Help Desk, Email:


DAMI_ted@conus.mil

Your TED administrator should report TED and CAPPMIS interface
issues (e.g. CLPs or TED classes not posting) to TED Help Desk.

Email: DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil
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9. Useful Web Sites
 USAASC Home Page (includes news, publications, policies and procedures,
FAQs, career development, contacts, etc):
http://asc.army.mil
http://asc.army.mil/policies/default.cfm
 AITAS, for registering for DAU classes, to view current course schedule and
generate help desk tickets with questions on reservations, waits, pending
applications, travel vouchers, etc.
https://www.atrrs.army.mil/channel/aitas

 CAPPMIS/CAMP Website (includes ACRB, IDP, CMS, AAPDS, AAC MS, SRPE)
https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp
 Civilian Personnel On-Line, for Education Updates to CPOL/My Biz:
http://cpol.army.mil
 Defense Acquisition University Interactive Catalog:
http://icatalog.dau.mil/
 Certification requirements
 DAU courses and prerequisites
 Equivalent courses
 Fulfillment process
 Transcripts (under Student Services)
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10. When to contact your Acquisition Career
Manager (ACM) for assistance
(DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil)














The instructions published in the USAASC Warren Customer Support Office
SharePoint site, CAPPMIS, or ASC website do not answer your questions.
To schedule CAPPMIS training for supervisors.
To schedule new or refresher training for Organization Acquisition POCs (OAPs).
To nominate a new Organization Acquisition POC (OAP).
To nominate a new Acquisition Functional Representative (AFR) or Acquisition
Career Management Advocate (ACMA).
Need assistance related to an employee’s IDP or SRPE (ACMs can view with IDP
Mirror or SRPE Mirror)
To submit requests for DAU fulfillment credit.
To request an ACRB update for sections not editable by the careerist
To update ACRB to document DAU equivalency, or to post a DAU class which
has not posted to the ACRB within 30 days after completion
To request a DAU pre-requisite waiver or out-of-sequence course waiver.
To request a CAP waiver.
To add a non-acquisition employee to CAPPMIS for certification purposes
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11.

Frequently Asked Questions

Q1: CAPPMIS doesn’t recognize the employee’s SSN.
A: There are four reasons why CAPPMIS may not have an employee’s SSN.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Brand –new acquisition workforce members. It takes about 2-3 weeks before their CAPPMIS accounts are
built. CAPPMIS receives DCPDS builds (updates) twice a month on Thursday mornings. Ask your employee to
check on Thursday afternoons until they see that their account is built.
Army civilians assigned to non-acquisition positions. CAPPMIS accounts are not automatically built for
civilians who are assigned to non-acquisition positions. USAASC can manually build a CAPPMIS account for nonAAW civilians who are applying for certification. Ask the careerists to call the “Ask An ACM” helpdesk at 575-6782247 or DSN 258-2247 to request a CAPPMIS account build. We will need their SSN to build their CAPPMIS
accounts.
Non-Army civilians (e.g. Air Force, DLA, etc.) who need a CAPPMIS account because they are a supervisor or
senior rater of an Army acquisition workforce member can request a “Non-DACM” CAPPMIS account at
https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp/index.cfm?fuseaction=gateway.nonDacmForm .
Active-duty Army military on a non-acquisition assignment who need CAPPMIS access because they are a
supervisor or senior rater of an Army acquisition workforce member can request a “Non-DACM” CAPPMIS account
at https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp/index.cfm?fuseaction=gateway.nonDacmForm .
Contractors and non-federal-government employees cannot obtain a CAPPMIS account.

NOTE: AFTER the CAPPMIS account is built, civilian Army careerists should notify both their supervisor and their TED Administrator (if
in a TED organization).
a)
Supervisors will add the employee to their CAPPMIS IDP Supervisor module.
b)
TED administrators must update TED personnel records to link their TED and CAPPMIS accounts. Process: Check the
"AAW" box and hit “Update" to insert the "IDP Master Key". Their TED records won't be linked to CAPPMIS until they
have a "IDP Master Key" in TED. Note: Previous TED requests will need to be resent to CAPPMIS by using the “move”
feature.
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10. Frequently Asked Questions
Q2: ACRB – How to Edit Section IX – Assignment History
A: Employees can edit their ACRB Section IX.
How to Edit Your ACRB Section IX, Assignment History:
1. Go to CAPPMIS <https://rda.altess.army.mil/camp/>
2. ACRB tab
3. Edit ACRB
4. Click on title bar of the section you want to edit (e.g. Section IX, Assignment History)
5. Agree to tell the truth.
6. Use the edit screen to add, edit or delete history. Have your ACRB and resume match as closely as
possible. You may code private industry and military experience with the acquisition codes you feel are appropriate
for the work that you did.
If you are not sure if your work would be considered acquisition-related or not, here is a link to DoD guidance on
this topic. <http://www.dau.mil/workforce/pages/pcds.aspx>
Note: The system is very picky about start and end dates - it won't let them overlap. You may have to do some
back and forth editing of start and end dates of assignments, in order to get them in line with their resume.
The ACRB will automatically sort your career experience in date order.
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10.

Frequently Asked Questions

Q3: ACRB – How to Update/Correct ACRB Section VII – Education
A: There are two ways to get new degree(s) corrected or added to your ACRB Section VII.
The best way is to update your civilian personnel records (DCPDS) in CPOL/ My Biz, as your CAPPMIS/ACRB education data
come from your DCPDS records.
1. Preferred update method – My Biz. <http://cpol.army.mil/> See the next two slides for a picture illustration of the screens.
a. Go to My Biz/ Update My Information/ Education Information to view what is in My Biz. You can add new degrees which
are not already recorded. If your My Biz entries are not correct, initiate a CPOL help desk ticket to correct the entries.
b. The complete CPOL instructions for adding degrees or correcting My Biz entries are posted
at: <http://cpol.army.mil/library/news/docs/QG-My_Biz_Education_short.pdf>
c. If you experience difficulty accessing your My Biz records, initiate a “Help Desk” ticket from CPOL main page or contact your
CPAC/CPOC representative for assistance.
d. It usually takes about 4 weeks before your MyBiz changes will post to your ACRB. If your MY BIZ education records are
CORRECT and it has been at least one month since updated and your ACRB still is not correct, see step 2 below.
2. Urgent ACRB updates. If you have an URGENT need to get your degree posted to your ACRB (e.g. applying for certification,
Acquisition Corps membership, Army board-select program, etc.), or your MY BIZ education updates do not post after a month:
a. Scan your college transcript (unofficial copy is fine) and email it to <DAMI_AskAnACM@conus.army.mil>
b. IMPORTANT NOTES:
1) Manual ACRB updates by USAASC DO NOT update DCPDS or My Biz.
2) When USAASC does a manual update to your ACRB and it doesn't exactly match the data that is My Biz, you may end up with
multiple degree entries posting to your ACRB.
3) We will only enter degrees obtained from accredited institutions. The accreditation website that we used to verify colleges
is: <http://www.ope.ed.gov/accreditation/Search.aspx>
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11.

FAQ 3 - Education Updates
Correcting Education Entries in “My Biz”
http://cpol.army.mil
1.
Use CAC log-in option
2. On employee tab, view your employee data.
a. Go to My Biz/ Update My Information/
Education Information to view current
information stored in My Biz.
b. If you want to add a new degree, follow the
instructions on the next page to add to My Biz.
c. If the My Biz information is not correct, logout
of all session windows until you return to CPOL
Employee Page (see below).
3. Initiate a Helpdesk ticket to request corrections
to your My Biz education fields.
For more detailed instructions, go to:
http://cpol.army.mil/library/news/docs/QG-

My_Biz_Education_short.pdf
http://cpol.army.mil/
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FAQ 3 - My Biz Education Updates –
How to Add a NEW Degree to My Biz
http://cpol.army.mil
a. Go to My Biz/ Update My Information/ Education Information.
b. If there is NO degree information in My Biz, select the "Add"
button.
c. If there is already SOME degree information in My Biz, select the
"Update" button to add your new Degree.
d. After adding your NEW degree, if you want to correct other
education information in My Biz, generate a help desk ticket.
Bachelors, Masters, etc.
Major Field of Study
Semester or Quarter
University or
Vocational School
Name of Institution

Major or Minor Field of Study

http://cpol.army.mil/library/news/docs/QG-My_Biz_Education_short.pdf
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